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Abstract 

This paper analyzes the performance and characteristics of single-chip serial 
communication, and designs the receiving system for multi-byte data transmission, 
which effectively increases the anti-interference of the system and has certain 
engineering application value. 
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1. Introduction 

Because USART has the good anti-interference performance, it is widely used for 
communication between microcontrollers, and between microcontroller and PC. The maximum 
transmission rate can reach 10Mb/s and the maximum transmission cable length can reach 
1200 meters (when the rate is lower than 100kb/s). 

The amount of data transferred by USART is 1 byte at a time, which represents only 256 values 
or logical relationships. With the development of science and technology, the amount of 
information exchanged between systems is also increasing. In each sampling cycle, the data to 
be exchanged cannot be completed with only one USART communication, and multiple bytes 
are required. In order to ensure that the receiver correctly identifies the information, it is 
necessary for the transmitter and receiver to agree on a communication protocol to exchange 
data in data packets. In order to identify the order of the individual data in a packet, the first 
data in the packet is usually not a normal valid data, but is identified as a prefix fixed in advance 
with the receiver of the message. To improve the anti interference capability of systems, the 
last data of the packet is usually defined as the suffix. Prefix and suffix identification can be 
defined arbitrarily, and the transmitter and receiver must agree in advance to ensure 
consistency. 

2. 51 MCU USART  

Because of its high stability and low cost, 51 MCU is widely used in industrial applications. The 
module initialization includes the baud rate setting, working modes, sending and receiving, 
which can be configured through special function registers. By configuring the special function 
register, the baud rate setting, working mode, transmitting and receiving module initialization 
can be easily realized. 

The USART has to be initialized before any communication can take place. The initialization 
process normally consists of setting the baud rate, setting frame format and enabling the 
Transmitter or the Receiver depending on the usage. 
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When the system sends data through the serial port, the data to be sent can be put into the SBUF 
register. At the same time, when interrupt is allowed, interrupt can be triggered after data is 
sent. Data_send () can be expressed in C language as follows: 

Void data_send ( data ) 

{ 

SBUF=data;  /* Put data into buffer, sends the data */ 

While(!TI)   ///* Wait for empty transmit buffer */ 

TI=0;      // Send a flag to clear 

} 

The system can receive data by scanning the serial port to receive the interrupt flag bit RI, but 
this way is inefficient. The interrupt service function data_receive () can be expressed in C 
language as follows: 

Void data_receive (data)  interrupt  

{ 

RI=0;  // Clear the interrupt flag bit IIIIIIIIIIII 

data=SBUF;// SBUF is the serial communication data register of MCU 

} 

3. Multi-byte serial port sending and receiving data processing 

3.1. Data Transmission 

When the system needs to transmit multiple bytes of data in each sampling period, the sending 
system and the receiving system must agree a communication protocol with each other, 
including header identification, suffix identification, data meaning or logical meaning 
represented by each byte. Assume that there are n bytes including header identifier, valid data 
and header identifier, which are successively stored in the array T_data [n-1]. The sending flow 
chart of the system is shown in Figure 1. You only need to send the array T_data [n-1] through 
the sending function data_send (). 
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Fig 1  Flow chart of multi-byte data sending program 

3.2. Receiving Data 

The data receiving system needs to set an array r_data[] to store the received data. In order to 
ensure the robustness of the system, it is used to eliminate the loss of some data in the process 
of data transmission so that the next set of data cannot be judged. The size of the array is K ≥2n, 
and the larger k is, the more storage space it occupies in the system. In the serial port interrupt 
service program, set two Pointers, one is the array subscript K, used to store data according to 
the order of receiving data, when the pointer points to the end of the number, then from 0; The 
other is the pointer J, which is used to process the data once every n data is received. The 
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function of variable m is to determine whether the subscript of array r_data[] is less than 0. 
When the subscript is less than 0, the positive operation of the subscript of array r_data[] is 
required. Serial port interrupt service program flow chart is shown in Figure 2. 
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Fig2  Flow chart of multi-byte data receiving serial port interrupt service program 

4. Multi-byte data receiving C language 

#define   n     10      // In this program includes a total of 10 bytes of data header and tail identifier 

#define   2n    2*n      // Set the size of the data array to 2 x n 

#define top_flag   0x7e    // This program is set as the prefix identifier 0x7E, no special meaning 

#define bottom_flag  0xe7  // This program sets the prefix identifier to 0xe7, which has no 
special meaning 

unsigned  int8 r_data[2n];  // Set an array to hold the received data with a size of 2 x n 

unsigned  int8 k=0,j=0,p=0,q=0;  // Define four variables to determine array subscripts 

void data_processing();   // Receive the correct data, process the data, and write according to 
the project 

interrupt void usart_interrupt(void);// Serial port receives interrupt service program 

void usart_interrupt(void) 

{ 

  RI=0;         // Clear the interrupt flag bit 

  r_data[k]=SBUF;   // Stores the data received by the interrupt serial port into an array 

   k++;        // Prepare for the next data reception, same as below 

 if(k==2n) 

    k=0;   // When the array subscript reaches the end, it starts at the head 

 j++;   // Count the number of received data. Judge and process the number of received 
data when it reaches n 

 if(j=n) 
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    { 

     p=k-1; // When the array subscript is less than 0, we need to do positive processing 

  if(p<0) 

     p=p+2n; 

  if(r_data[p]==bottom_flag) 

           { 

      q=q-n-1; // When the array subscript is less than 0, we need to do positive 
processing 

            if(q<0) 

      q=q+2n; 

   if(r_data[q]==top_flag) 

      { 

        data_processing();//Process the data and write according to the 
project 

     j=0;   // It indicates that the data transmission is correct, which is 
ready for the next data judgment 

      }   else j=n-1;  // It indicates that the data transmission is wrong and the 
data is judged circularly 

     } else j=n-1;  // It indicates that the data transmission is wrong and the data is 
judged circularly 

    }  

} 

5. Conclusion 

Using two marks on the suffix ", serial communication to judgment, the received data to enhance 
the robustness and anti-interference of the system, and the experiment testing this method has 
high reliability, but the process implementation requires a larger array and a series of loop 
judgment, taking up SCM limited storage space, CPU processing efficiency is not high. 
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